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■ Falcon runner Hanane
Sabri is chasing her
dream of becoming an
Olympic athlete while at
BG.
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Series to
conquer
mental
monsters
□ The program will
address the problems
women face as a result
of fear and give
women tools to overcome their fears.
By CAROLYN STECKEL
The BG News

■ Punter Andy Pollack
leads the nation in punt
returns.

■ Men's and women's
soccer teams are
looking for big weekend
victories.

■ The Falcon volleyball
team beat Toledo for
the first time in three
years in Rocket territory.

■ Hurricane Georges is
expected to hit the
Florida Keys late
Thursday or Friday.
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QUOTE
"When starting out,
don't worry about
not having enough
money. Limited tunds
are a blessing, not a
curse. Nothing
encourages creative
thinking in quite the
same way.
anonymous

WEBSITE
Visit our new website
crossword puzzles from
the past week and interactive reporting:
WWW.

bgnews.com
STORY IDEA?
If you have a news tip or
have an idea for a story,
call anytime and.ask to
speak with an editor.

372-6966

September is Woman's Health
Month and the Univeristy is
introducing many new programs
geared toward women.
"No Fear" is one of these new
programs. This is a three-part
series that is being sponsored by
the Woman's Center. The first
part of the series is titled "Overcoming our Mental Monsters,"
and will be presented by Cynthia
Fisher, interim associate director
at the center for international
programs.
According to Fisher, mental
monsters are negative thoughts
that prevent us from moving forward in our lives in a positive
and productive manner.
"Our fears are as individual as
we are," Fisher said. "Learning
to define our fears allows us to
face them and make effective
choices in our lives."
Fisher will introduce the topic
of fear and will cover different
types of fear and offer suggestions for positive action.
"It is important to realize that
some fears can be healthy, and
prevent us from taking needless
risks," Fisher said. "As we learn
to work through our smaller
fears, we can begin to take on
greater and more significant
challenges in our lives."
Fisher's part of the series will
take place Sept. 24 from 4 - 5:30
p.m. at the Women's Center in
Hanna Hall.
The second program in the
series is titled "Women Wielding
Technology for Global Commu- i
nication."
According to Radhika Gajjala, |
assistant professor of telecommunications, the workshop will |
introduce fun aspects of technology as well as some frustrating
and overwhelming aspects.
"Figuring out why technology
is frustrating to a person might
lead to a better understanding of
their fear of technology," Gajjala
said. "The fun aspect would help
them see that technology can
indeed be very easy to use if we
are not blinded by our awe of
technology."
According to Gajjala, this type
of workshop is important
because computers have become
an integral part of our professional and personal lives.
"If women are to empower
themselves, we need to learn the
tools that give us access to power
within present-day work environments," Gajjala said.
• See NO FEAR, page five.

□ The Union is
facing severe labor
shortage problems
and is looking for 80
workers to take
shifts.
By MIKE WENDLING
The BG News

FOR YOU
. fli

Lack of food service
workers leads to poor
service quality in Union

BG Newm Photo»/DENEVA GOINS

Overworked and overwhelmed Student Union personnel
scramble to serve students at the Falcon's Nest during the lunch
rush. Lack ot an adequate staff has led to a decline in the number of hours and the quality of service provided by Dining Services. More than 400 shifts need to be filled immediately in
order to continue the services provided in the Union. Many of
the services have had to be shut down on a rotating basis
because o( a staff shortage.

If you frequent the Union,
you've probably noticed the
long lines, the shortened coffee shop hours or the periodic
unavailability of submarine
sandwiches.
All of these problems have
a common root — the Union
is facing a severe labor shortage.
According to Amy Hoops,
assistant director of food services for the Union, the Union
food outlets are short by
about 80 workers.
Almost 400 shifts per week,
with each shift 2 to 3 hours
long, are open among the coffee shop. Falcon's Nest and
the pizza shop combined.
Hoops admitted that service has suffered because of
the shortage.
"We're not happy with the
level of customer service," she
said. "We do honestly care —
we just don't have the workers."
Management has compensated for the lack of labor in
several ways. Menu changes
are one area in which service
levels have declined.
"We need at least two people in the pizza shop to do
subs," Hoops said.
The coffee shop is the first
part of the Union to close
when the Union is understaffed, according to Hoops.
Ed O'Donnell, director of
dining services, said, "It's rare
where we close something
down entirely. ... Internally,
we operate differently. Our
workers are utilized more in
service and production and
less in business operations."
Services are also affected in
other ways.

What would it
take for you to
work in food
service?
•Any suggestions for
the management to
consider in
recruitment?
•E-mail us your
responses at bgnews
(abgsu.bgsu.edu.
"When the Falcon's Nest is
understaffed, we have lines,
the ketchup isn't put out the
trash piles up," Hoops said.
Hoops stressed the need
for student workers, as well as
the benefits of a job in the
Union.
"General food service
workers start at $5.20 per
hour, with the possibility of a
$.40 raise over the school year.
I don't think that's very bad
pay," she said.
Cook's helpers start at
$5.55 per hour and cashiers at
$5.35. A $.10 raise is given
each semester if a student
works 120 hours, and there is
the potential for a $.10 merit
raise each year, Hoops said.
Students disagreed, however, on whether current
wage levels were adequate
"I'd want more than minimum," said Eric Vecchiola,
sophomore business major,
when asked how much he'd
work at the Union for. "At
least $5.50."
"If I lived on campus, minimum would do," said Amber
McClure, junior
interior
design major. "But I'd prefer
about $6.00 an hour."
O'Donnell said that rather
than wages, Dining Services
will be concentrating on other
ways of rewarding students.
> See WORKERS, page five.

15 acts to appear in first local talent show
□ IFC, Panhel and
Student Activities
sponsor a local talent
show tonight.
By IAN MARTINEZ
The BG News
Never before has the University held an official talent show
featuring local performers, but

all that will change tonight.
Various performers are slated
to perform at the talent search to
be held tonight in Lenhart Grand
Ballroom at 7 p.m. The event,
which is co-sponsored by the
Office of Student Activities, the
Interfraternity Council and the.
Panhellenic Council, is the first
of its kind.
According to Rob Getz, one of
the show's organizers, the idea
stemmed from an attempt by the

\

Interfraternity Council to produce a concert. The original idea
was to feature a well-known
comedian, before whom a local
act would open, Getz said. One
of the possible candidates for last
year included comedian David
Spade from "Saturday Night
Live."
"When this idea failed to
develop, the next idea became a
talent show," Getz said.
Of the 15 acts slated to appear

Thursday night, featured performers will include bands,
singers, bagpipes and a barbershop quartet as well as a magic
act and a musical quintet. In
addition,
faculty
members
including University provost for
academic affairs Charles Middleton, vice president of student
affairs Ed Whipple, director of
Residence Life Bud Beatty and
dean of students Gregg De Crane
will judge the acts.
The first place act will win

$350 and will become eligible to
open for the upcoming Manhattan Transfer concert scheduled
during Parent's Day Weekend.
The second place contestant will
receive $150.
Tickets for the show are on
sale at the Education Building
and the Union from 10 a.m. - 2
p.m. Tickets are $2 per person,
bursarable and may be purchased at the door. Proceeds
from the event will go to Dance
Marathon.
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Opinion

Opinion Editor
Natalie Miller
372-2604

Sports inflate capitalism, escapism
On October 26, 1986, my
mother made me go to bed early.
I will never forgive her.
That night, my favorite baseball team, the New York Mets,
• won one of the greatest World
Series games ever played, beating the Boston Red Sox 6-5 in 10
innings.
Since coming to college, I've
had an ambivalent relationship
with sports. I grew up with little
league and Buffalo Bills games,
but now other things occupy my
time. Men batting a ball or each
other around doesn't seem all
that relevant anymore.
It's difficult to have your
heart in it when you come from
Buffalo, a city that was passed by
"for major league expansion and I won't even mention the
four consecutive Super Bowl
debacles.
But perhaps the most offputting aspect of sports is the
money. In the past few years,
we've seen the World Series canceled because of contract squabbles, the city of Cleveland erect
• three shiny new stadiums while
Cleveland schools crumble, and
player salaries which appear to
be spiraling out of control.
The money made and the
resources squandered makes it
difficult to be a sports fan with
any sense of social justice.
Our national games are diffi-

cult to ignore, however. Sports
are a cultural marker for millions
of people. Montana and Manhattan don't have much in common,
but I'm sure that people in both
places are avidly following baseball at this time of year.
And in one sense, sports are a
great equalizer. I can't think of
another field where a poor kid or
an immigrant can make millions
of dollars and become a hero
before age 30.
Baseball or any other game
serves a useful purpose if it isn't
taken with too much seriousness. Right about now, it's nice to
have a little break from the news
from Washington, even if it is on
the sports pages.
Despite the rampant commercialism that is part of sports,
there remains an incorruptible
core in the sheer unpredictability
of the game. Hollywood can
make a film like Titanic, market

Forget about special ESPN
it to death, and bunches of us
will see it even though we know coverage or Budweiser advertisements. This week, marvel at
how it ends.
Nobody can manufacture a two men from vastly different
home run race (even though backgrounds that have a near
some cynics say that Rawlings equal and enormous ability to
can), or a diving catch or the take a heavy stick and hit a ball
sixth game of the '86 Series.
traveling 100 miles an hour sevOf course, people always fry eral hundred feet.
to make money off of these
Before last week I hadn't actuthings. Television rights can be ally sat down and watched basebought and advertising sold. A ball in a while. I was studying in
home run ball can be hocked for the Union late last Wednesday,
a few thousand dollars. Beer when I noticed the Cubs-Padres
companies can splash their logos game on the television. I closed
on outfield walls.
my book for a few minutes, and
The fact remains, though: not long after, Sammy Sosa came
nobody knows when McGwire up to the plate.
is going to hit the next one.
He let the first pitch go by.
Nobody can buy or sell the feel- Then, with no forewarning, he
ing a fan gets watching a tower- demolished the next one, leaving
ing blast or a clutch single in the
the fans cheering and the ball
late innings.
sailing high, over the wall and
"USA Today" pulled out into the night sky.
every stale cliche and baseball
I and thousands of others
film to contrast the failings of
Clinton with the success of Sosa enjoyed the moment, at least
and McGwire. On one hand, until the latest Presidential folreporters are guilty of hyperbole. lies got splashed all over the
Baseball will not save the nation, newsstands the next morning. At
nor make any average person's its best, sports is mass escapism,
life more than marginally better. the true opiate of the people.
On the other hand, after our Only a totally ice-hearted cynic,
political system is ripped apart though, could denounce a bit of
and dragged through the mud escapism once in a while, espeevery day, on the nightly news cially during times like these.
and "special reports", isn't it nice
Mike Wendling can be reached at
to escape it all and watch a mere

game?

PEOPLE ON THE
STREET
What would it take for you to work
in food service?

Ed Breault
Freshman
MIS
"I wouldn't want a
job when I was
going to school.."

Ambef Cohen
Freshman
Psychology
"Only if I didn't
hove to make the
food."

Troy Stiles
Freshman

VCT
"It would have to
be a job not
washing dishes
and I don't have
to clean up after
people."

mikewen@bgnet.bgsu.edu

'Sick Puppies'
Christy Deutschmar
Junior
Nursing
"I would have to be
paid S8 an hour. I've
worked with food
and it makes you
breakout."

Mike Tomaro
Sophomore
Marketing
"A lot of money,
because it is embarrassing."

The BG News
Feminism is more than negativity
A cartoon by Mary Beth Murtha
that ran on this page last week
inspired me to write this column.
To refresh your memory, it was
the one with a picture of a girl,
attempting to admit to the world
that she is a feminist. The exact
words in the cloud next to her picture read. "Hello. My name is
Becca. and I'm - I'm a - I'm a feminist!" Under this cloud was another, coming frome some anonymous
listener. It read. "SHHH! They
might HEAR you!!!"
This cartoon really opened my
eyes to the way today's society
views the word feminist.
It's
almost as if it is considered a disease to be a feminist. As if this
"Becca" character, is afraid and
ashamed to admit that she is a
feminist
Okay, what is a feminist? When
I looked up the definition of this
word. I found three pages defining
the word feminist. So I will try to
shorten it. A feminist is anyone
desiring and fighting for equality
among females and males: someone who appreciates women's culture, women's emotional flexibility,
and women's strength. These feminists are not separatists. They are
committed to survival and wholeness of entire people, female and
male.

There are many misconceptions
about this word - feminist. When
people are confronted with this
word (people who don't understand
the meaning of It) they immediately connect It with something negative. Many people think that feminists are women who are: malehaters, homosexuals, victims of
divorce or Just women who have
something to be bitter about.
These are just a few of the possible
misconceptions of feminism.
Speaking of misconceptions, last
spring I took a women's studies
class. When I told my dad that I
was going to be taking it. he said,
"Oh good, now you're going to
come home hating men!" But it
was nothing like that. I learned
about the history as well as the
future of women. And I gained a

lot of Insight about myself as a
woman Irving in today's world.
Anyway, for that class I had to
write a paper involving two interviews of two women. One, from the
first generation (my grandmother),
and one, from the second generation (my mother). I found that my
grandmother believes that a feminist Is "a woman who is all for
women, against males." These
were her exact words. She went on
to say that she doesn't believe in
this definition, which she considers correct, because "she believes
in equality." It was sad for me to
know that another woman, especially my grandmother, was totally
lost within society's confusion of
feminism. I feel that, my grandma
in all her years, should know
where she stands as a woman.
But I guess the years in which she
grew up have somehow "put her In
her place," because she also thinks
of this label very negatively. Unlike
"Becca" In the cartoon, I am proud
to admit that I consider myself a
feminist. Maybe It Is because I've
lived with one my whole Ufe. This
feminist Is my mother (the
strongest woman I have ever
known). She views a feminist as "a
woman who wants equal opportunitltes. totally supports women,
and completely believes In the abil-

ities of women. It Is a woman who
is fighting to shed the stereotypical
views of women." Through my
mom's beliefs of herself as a
woman and a feminist, she has
taught me to believe in myself.
Which is why I am not at all afraid
or ashamed, to admit that I am
also a feminist.
1 often wish that men could see
how sexism effects us as women.
It really does hurt me to know that
I am disrespected because of
something I cannot help, and
something that I am proud of. I
sometimes wish that males would
be made to experience this "lesser"
feeling, so that they could understand It.
Maybe, after reading this article,
you have realized that you too. can
consider yourself a feminist. My
only objective was to inform you
that the meaning of this word is
truly a positive one. Perhaps the
negative association that exists
behind the word feminist, Is a
result of people feeling threatened.
After all, feeling threatened is usually the cause of negativity, right?
But ...
Is equality really that threatening?
Frances Sawyer can be reached at
fransawObgnet bgsu.edu

Have an opinion? E-mail us at
bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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Today's Birthday (Sept. 24).
You're even smarter than usual
this year, and that's good. You
need the extra brain power to push
your plan through. In October,
decide what you want. In November, figure out how you're going to
get it. In December, a surprise
development works to your advantage. Stick close to home in January. February Is good for romance
and solving problems. March is
busy, and productive. In May, pay
off bills. Play with your friends in
August. A dream comes true in
September.
The day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) Today Is a 5 - The sun is in Libra,
the sign of the pacifist; and Mercury, symbolizing the mind. Is
going there today as well. The
moon's In Scorpio, a military sign,
as is Aries, the warrior. Have you
figured this out yet? It means that
you and an enemy could actually
reach a workable compromise.
Make that your objective.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) Today is a 6 - Normally you'd
rather be left alone to do what you
know needs to be done. During the
next few weeks, however, you'll get
to help others decide what needs
to be done, and motivate them to
do It. Decisions are easy for you.
but not for many others, as you'll
undoubtedly notice today.

Gemini (May 21-June 21) —
Today is a 6 - The sun is in Libra:
and Mercury, the planet of the
mind - and your ruling planet - is
going there today, too. In Libra, its
effect is startlingly poetic. You're
naturally a writer. Gemini is the
sign of communication, so words
are your most obvious method of
expressing your natural talent.
Don't hold back.

Cancer (June 22-July 22) Today Is a 7 - If you've had a difference of opinion with a roommate or loved one. don't worry. It'll
clear up within the next few weeks,
most likely. That's because It'll be
easier for you to talk about what's
on your mind, especially In the privacy of your own home. That'll be
a relief, even though It sounds
kind of scary right now.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - Today
is a 5 - You're learning fast, so
gather the information you need.
Ask around. Write letters. Get on
the Internet. Check resources.
Find out what'U happen if you
push this domino over here.
What'U be the effect way down the
road over time? Figure out the
consequences of each possible
action. If all that falls, follow a
hunch.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Today is a 7 - The sun is in Libra
while Mercury, your ruling planet,
is going there today. It's sad to
have Mercury going out of your
sign, since it gives you an intellectual advantage. On the other
hand. Mercury in Libra brings out
your artistic talent, and that could
bring in more money.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) - Today
Is a 7 - You're able to think more
clearly, and you're coming up with
more options. That means you
have to make more decisions.
That's difficult for you. You want to
put out the options and let somebody else make the decisions. Well,
Just make your choices quickly
and get on with it. If you really
can't decide, take both.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) Today is an 8 - If there's a conflict
between two parties, you'll be able to
act as moderator. You generally come
from one point of view because you've
figured out that it's right. Today you'll

understand the other point of view.
You can incorporate more of what the
other people want, and that's a powerful place from which to negotiate.

20
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Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
21) - Today is a 6 - Mercury Is
moving into Libra today. Libra
is the sign of the negotiator,
and you're good at that. Today
you'll find it even easier to help
others reach a compromise.
That's important, since it looks
like there are some very divergent opinions out there. But
everything works out well,
thanks to your good suggestions.
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Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) -

ACROSS
Lummoxes
Yikes!
Roosevelt coin
Request
Roundup (male
Paradise
Swarm
Passover meal
Main part ota
bust
Hardwood trees
WWII craft
Capsule
substance
Char slightly
Think better
afterward
Burden
Washes
Celebrate a
birthday
Rose or
Sampras
Stanwyck film,
" Dallas"
Actress Hatcher
America's uncle
Hoover and
Aswan, e.g.
Glossy paint
Tibetan monk
Angeles
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61 Oodles
62 Boredom
64
68
69
70
71
72
73
1
2
3
4

Highland miss
Ear part
Mob melees
Bologna money
Fewer
Cliff-base pile
Open position
DOWN
Make a choice
Pub preference
Cost to
participate
Pacific island
group

5 Writer Caldwell
6 Loses one's cool
7 Put two and two
together
8 Submarine
areas
9 Some postal
workers
10 Disarmed a bull
11 Inspiration
12 Main dish
13 Conclusions
21 Restma on

50 Eye lining

Today is a 6 - For the next several
weeks, authority types will talk
more than usual. Now. when they
get to talking, they also tend to
wander. One of your Jobs is to
bring things back to the subject at
hand. You're good at that, and
today that talent will be required
more often than usual.

Raw mineral
Oodles
Frightened
Pungent pepper
Irish county

51 Side order, often

55

Thursday, 9/24/98
G*t Started with PCs/Windows 95 (8 a.m. - 10 a.m.)
BGSU. Leam the basic parts
of a PC computer and practice
desktop, mouse and keyboard
skills. For more information, or
to register, call Computer Training Centers Customer Service at
419/372-8181
or
e-mail
carl@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) Today is a 7 - Conditions are
encouraging you to be more creative. They may also tempt you to
believe it's not necessary for you
actually to produce anything.
Sometimes talking about a project
can be confused with accomplishing it. This leads to a great conversation, but not much to show for
it. Today, results are required.

APICS Membership Drive (9
a.m. - 1 p.m.)
BA Building.
BGSEA Membership Drive (9
a.m. - 3 p.m.)
1st Floor Hallway of Education Building.
Bowling Green Student Education Association File Managment with PCs/Windows
95 for BGSU Employees (10
a.m. - 11:30 a.m.)
BGSU. Work with Windows
Explorer and leam to create,
name, copy and delete files and
folders. For more information, or

JGSU's Homecoming Queen first appeared in
^H Tf)31. The tradition, of crown ung, however, did not
■ ^begin
W betjin until 11938. when Wei don Brooks Fruth
imecomini? Queer
err^

01996 Inrjune Meets Sennce*. Inc
All right* reserved

23 Enticement
24 Kitchen gadget
25 Oregon city

26 Ogle
30 Makes airtight
32 Skiing challenge
33 'Got Shortyauthor Leonard
34 Mouthed off
39 Copies
41 Sled dog
44 Fve's grandson
45 Quadrille dances
47 Bahs
48 Not home
54
boom

9/24/98
"For tbe antrwer*, look on
lh« web: www.bfnrwi.com

56 Turns over and
over
57 Lofty
58
vera
59 Moves up and
down
63 Also not
65 Be ill
66 Welfare hotel
abbr.
67 Took a chair

to register, call Computer Training Centers Customer Service at
419/372-8181
or
e-mail
carl@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Senior Portraits (10 a.m.)
28 West Hall (basement). Any
senior graduating in Dec., May
or August must attend to be
included in the historic 1999 Key
Yearbook. Please call 1-800-9691338 to schedule your sitting.
Portraits are taken from 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m.
Get Started on the Mac (1
p.m. - 3 p.m.)
BGSU. Learn the basic parts
of a Macintosh computer and
practice mouse and keyboard
skills. For more information, or
to register, call Computer Training Centers Customer Service at
419/372-8181
or
e-mail
carl@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
File Managment on the Mac
for BGSU Employees (3 p.m.
- 4 p.m.)
BGSU. Leam how to manage,
organize, create and rename files

NO FEAR: Overcoming our
Mental Monsters (4 p.m.)
107 Hanna Hall - The
Women's Center. Change and
transition can be scary propositions, eliciting self-questioning
and doubt. For most of us, a
common underlying element
lurks beneath the surface: FEAR.
This introductory session to our
three-part series will explore the
elements of fear, and will provide coping strategies and suggestions for conquering our
mental monsters.
Education Abroad Info Session (4 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.)
1103 Offenhauer W. Discover
the many overseas education
programs available to BGSU students. For more information call
the Education Abroad Office at
419/372-0479.
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Monty Python

Chars. Rose*

Horns Improve. [MM About You

Seinleld B

Friends I

World's Wildest Police Videos X

Foi files (In Stereo) X

News X

Simpsons |

Jerry Springs r

Pocket Watches

(5 00) Showbii Colitction
Simpsons X

[Simpsons X

[Newsrsdio X

[Friends X

Pocket Watchea (Led n Progress)

[Movie: tMiFm r (1990) US Mannes mvi* Sc^ Amenta to capture a drug lord

Friends I

[Newt

[Frasktr X

CABLE STATIONS
AMC

Mom: •#»# The Gunngrwr (1950) Gregory Peck

Moris .in "Peflon (1970) George c. Scott An accountol Gen. George S. Pallcns cokxtul WWII career

COM

Stuck in'MM

Stein • Money

Movie: • • W -Sac* to Schoor (1986. Comedy) Rodney DsngemM.

Gallagher: Stuck in the 'tOe (R)

Daily Show

DISC

Wings "Fgriler Interceptor" (R)

)

WH Discovery: Crocodile

Wings Future Wngs" (R)

Justice Files "Serial Killers'' (R)

MC

Movit: ss'i -numny (1964. Scones Fiction) Tom Seieck (In Stereo) Movie: «»• "Our Man fW-( 1966. Adventure) James Jobum.

ESPN UpCloes

[Make Me Laugh Daily Show (R)
Gimme Shelter f

[Sportscentsr

SportacemerX

Show-Funny

Oh No! Mr. BUI

700 Club

Outrageous!

Movie: esH Tni 0u"(iM7. Comedy)KevtiKane. 'PG-UX

HIST

HMer(R) (Pan 4ol5)

20th Century (R)

MTV

(5 XlJeme Countdown

BWrhythm (R)

Lett Word

Major League Baseball Balbmore Owen at Boston Red Sen. From Fenway Park. (Live)

SCI R Quantum leap (In Stereo) X
^•nov■1lon
TLC MMMHR
TNT

VN1

[Beevie-Butl

Women First (R) [My Generation

[Uta. Camera

Movie: "ThnT (1996. Suspense) Antonio Saoalo Jr.. (In Stereo)

[Stein's Money

[Raisv^Can-X

Movie: "Random Encounter- (1998) Eluabeth Berkley. [Movie: «• ■Comnan»nenB"(l997) Aidan Qu«n W Inside the NFL (In Stereo) X
Cavemen (R)

Greet Empires: legacy

Modem Marvels

Trains Unlimited (fl)

Eye Spy Video [Say Whet?

Total Request Live <R| (In Stereo)

UsUri Ml |IU

Fanatic (R)

FOX Sports News

FOX Sports News

[Loveline |R)

SighangelR)! Star Trek "Arena'' X

Seegueet 2032 -EquttruiT X

Friday the Utfl: The Sertee I

Sightings iR| I StarTrekl

Home Again (R) Home Again (R) MeetceiDetect [Without Warn.

Ocean Voyages |R)

Ocean Frontiers (R)

Medical Detect

Babylon 5 End G ame" (In Stereo) ER -February 5.1995" (hi Stereo)

TOON Masten: Series IBetman: Sense
US* lercules: Legendary Jrnys.

Movle:««-Sec'elAdmirer''(t985.ComaoV)X

College Football Arizona at San Diego Stale (Live) X

FAM

[Sport. News

|Show-Funny

M0,„M.9,c P

Movie: »• "The Land Thai Tme Forgot (1975)

GameNight

HBO

SC

[1 Can't Believe

[Into Unknown

frsskstoldl

[Deiter'sLab

Movie: ••• "The Horse So/oters" (1959. Adventure) John Wayne. William Holden.
Swamp and Tad [Animaniacs

Bugs A Daffy

[Tost and Jerry

FHntstonser

'Long Riders'

ScoobyDoo

Swamp and Tad

Xena: Warrior Princess (In Stereo) Walker, Tana Ranger "oYareiyid- Movie: •• "The Great Outdoors 0 96. Comedy) Dan Aykroyd I
Sei Appeal

[Pop-Up Video

ArcftiveuP

[Midnight Spec

Without Warn.

Cold War: The Making ol History
DertersLab

PAGE THREE is
intended at an
irreverent look at
The University.
We at The BO
Newt consider it
an offbeat page
where we try to
offer something
for everybody.
Opinions
expressed herein
are solely those of
our staff. Have a
nice day.

"Upcoming Events" la a service to our
readers borrowed daily via the University web page. The calendar of
events on the web page has a asore
complete listing of events and can he
anes—ni through ~www.bgsw.edu".
and folders on the Mac operating
System. For more information,
or to register, call Computer
Training Centers Customer Service at 419/372-8181 or e-mail
carl@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

1Y.E.KSIT.E OP THE l>AY

THURSDAY
1 6:00 1
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Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Today Is a 4 - If you've got any
artistic tendencies at all. they're
bound to come out in the next several weeks. You'll be more interested in reading, too. It's a great time
to get into the classics, for example. It's also a great time to take a
painting class, or anything else
that will help you develop your talents.

.<.

m

sew York Undercover M ssing'

Movie: "The Jacksons Ar American Dream "(1992) Based on Ihe story o! the Jackscn lamily's nse to lame

LOW: 39

FRIDAY

Partly Cloudy
HIGH: 79

LOW: 53
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Editor-in-Chief,
The BGNews
Darla Warnock
372-6966

orld& Nation
Eye on
news
compiled from staff and wire reports

TRIAL ^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmt

Delinquent found guilty of murder
CLEVELAND (AP) — A 15-year-old Cleveland boy has been
found delinquent by reason of murder in the beating death of his 11month-old son.
The defendant, whose name was withheld because he is a minor,
was ruled delinquent Tuesday by Cuyahoga County Juvenile Court
Judge Patrick Corrigan in the Feb. 11 death of Lashae Davis.
The defendant was placed in juvenile detention until his 21st
birthday.
Gary Levine, the teen's lawyer, said the ruling wasn't justified by
the evidence and would be appealed. He directed his client not to
comment because of the pending appeal.

I INFANT I

Infant's body found wrapped in sheet
ROCKY RIVER, Ohio (AP) — The coroner will seek a blood sample from a woman who said she was the mother of an infant whose
body was found last weekend in a suburban Cleveland park.
The woman, who hasn't been charged, offered details of how the
infant died, said police Lt. Terry Hudec. The woman's name, age and
her version of what happened were withheld by police.
Rocky River police declined to elaborate on details of the discovery in a neighborhood park on Saturday. An infant girl wrapped in
a sheet was found buried in a shallow grave near a baseball diamond.
Cuyahoga County Coroner Elizabeth Balraj said the cause of
death wouldn't be known for several weeks. The woman's blood
sample will be used to determine if she was fhe mother, Balraj said.
Balraj said she didn't know if the baby, who police said appeared
to be a newborn, was alive at birth.

Associated Press Photo
Knee-deep floods are one of the many effects of Hurricane Georges, which is moving toward the Florida Keys.

Officials evacuate Florida Keys
□ Thousands ordered
to leave Florida Keys
as hurricane looms.

l<;RANTBMBHMHHBHftflB9HHBBHaBBBi
Wright State wins neighborhood grant
WASHINGTON (AP) — Wright State University is among 18 colleges and universities awarded a federal grant to help revitalize distressed, low-income neighborhoods near their campuses.
U.S. Housing and Urban Development Secretary Andrew Cuomo
announced the grants Wednesday.
Wright State, in Fairborn, Ohio, near Dayton, will receive
$399,963.
The grants are designed to help schools provide assistance to communities and help resolve tenant-landlord conflicts.
/\/\/\/\/\S\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\j

The Associated Press
MIAMI — All 80,000 residents
of the Florida Keys were ordered
evacuated Wednesday as Hurricane Georges stormed toward
the island chain, and cars and
trucks with boats in tow
squeezed onto the two-lane
highway that is the only road to
BBB

the mainland.
With more than three dozen
people dead in its wake in the
Caribbean, the storm moved
over Cuba and could reach the
Keys by late Thursday.
But because of the hurricane's
wobbly course, officials said
540,000 more people could be
asked to leave Miami Beach and
other low-lying areas farther up
the coast late Wednesday.
Traffic was heavy but brisk
after tolls were lifted on all evac-

ETHNIC CULTURAL ARTS PROGRAM
Call For Proposals

Attention
Gavel Writers:

The Bowling Green State University Ethnic Cultural Arts Program (ECAP)
announces a university-wide call for proposals. As a funding organization,
ECAP sponsors the production of multi-ethnic and multicultural arts events

Forecasters said Georges
could weaken over Cuba and
reach the Keys as a tropical
storm. Or it could strengthen
and slice through the Keys late
Thursday or early Friday.
"Satellite pictures make us
think it is coming back like gangbusters," said Jerry Jarrell, director of the National Hurricane
Center in Miami.
Gov. Lawton Chiles declared a
• See GEORGES, page six.

TREAT DfPRlSSlOKJ
http; //www. save. org

IMAGE

The first stories for
The Gavel are due
Friday, Sept. 25 in
204 West Hall. If you
have any questions,
e-mail us at
daggee@bgnet.bgsu.edu

through a competitive grant request procedure.

All BGSU students, faculty, organizations, and departments, are eligible to request
funding through ECAP for ethnic and multicultural arts events.
Those requesting funds are encouraged to keep the following ECAP goals in mind:
ECAP supports high quality ethnic ana multicultural
arts projects involving professional or student artists
ECAP promotes endeavors that involve audiences
across disciplines and across age and class distinctions
ECAP focuses its attention to distribution of resources
among a range of race and ethnic orientations

Thanks for all of
your hard work
and dedication!

ECAP seeks Broader BGSU community audiences for ethnic and
multicultural events through emphasis on promotion and planning
ECAP supports activities on the BGSU campus and in the city of
Bowling Green, activities in the wider community can be supported
if they connect in an obvious way to BGSU and the local community

ECAP proposal information is available through the Department of Ethnic Studies at
228 Shatzel Hall, or by contacting the Director of ECAP bnda Pertusati at 372-7998

uation routes between Key
Largo, the northernmost island
in the Keys, and Orlando.
"I don't want to stay for a hurricane," said Fort Pierce resident
Pat Stowell, whose Key West
vacation with her husband
ended abruptly. "Been there,
done that."
At 5 p.m., Georges was drifting west at 14 mph along Cuba's
southern coast, 535 miles southeast of Key West, with winds of
75 mph.

A

Ouf/que
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alternative Clothing
Beaded/Hemp Jewelry
Clove Cigarettes
incense
Unique Candles
Class Curios
Tapestries
Stickers
Posters
200+ Tees
Ecuadorian Sweaters
wool Gloves and slippers

445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)

Mon-Satll-9 Sun 12-6
354-0176

AMERICA READS

DEADUNES for submitting proposals throughout the 1998-1999 academic year are:
October I
November I
December I
February 1
April I

for
for
for
for
for

events
events
events
events
events

occurring
occurring
occurring
occurring
occurring

October 15 - November 14
November 15 - December 14
December 15 - February 14
February 15 - April 14
April 15 - September 14

Proposals which do not meet these deadlines will not be considered

rfcfiiC CULTURAL ARTS PROGRAM

ing individuals:
Thee ECAP Executive Committee consists of the following
Lillian Aahcroft-Eaaon. History

Jacqueline Nathan. Art

BraJ CLrfc. Theatre

Linda Nieman, Philosophy

David Garcia. Latino Networking

Linda Pcrtuaati. Ethnic Studiea

Alberto Gonzalez. IPC
David 1 famish. Muaic

Liaa Wolford. Theatre
Mary Wright™. Library

Lisa Herod. Student Activities

Opportune Zongo. Romance Languages

Myra Merrit, Muaic Performance
IMMSIM-.IM vl

^BFir1^"""0^^^^

The America Reads tutoring program
needs capable tutors to help young
children learn to read.
We pay $6 an hour.
You MUST be Federal Work Study Eligible!
Deadline for signing up is Monday, September 28.

Call 372-2331

W
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University of Cincinnati office workers walk out, begin strike
□ Classes opened at UC
Wednesday without any
office workers.
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI — Unionized office
workers went on strike as the University of Cincinnati opened its fall quarter
today, slowing services for students at

Ohio's second-largest university.
No classes were cancelled because of
the walkout by clerks, secretaries and
other workers, university spokesman
Greg Hand said.
'
The administration tried to ease the
effect on students in key services such as
registration and financial aid by using
student employees and administrators
to fill in for the strikers, Hand said.
"We are not changing schedules or
canceling classes," he said. "The biggest

impact outside of pickets will be in student services."
Students were lined up at service
desks this morning but the lines were
moving, Hand said.
Picket lines were set up this morning
at the 34,000-student university.
"We chose this day because we think
it has the biggest impact in terms of people paying attention to the issue," said
Debbie Schneider, the union's regional
director. "Students are without a doubt

consumers, and we're very interested in
making sure they understand what this
is about."
She said among the union's major
demands is pay increases that would be
based on seniority. Office workers at the
university don't receive those now
under the union's old three-year contract, which expired in June but had
been extended.
Ms. Schneider said the university
offered a wage freeze. "They really did-

n't hold out anything that was really
appealing," she said.
She

said

eight

or

nine

issues

remained to be resolved.
A State Employment Relations Board
mediator sat in with university negotiators and the union, which continued
talks until about 10:30 p.m. Tuesday.

POLICY for ttlG police blotter: The News will run, without exception, all

POLICE BLOTTER

citations issued by the city and campus police departments. Complaints from resi-

Today's city police blotter includes items from Tuesday and
Wednesday.

dents or students concerning a police matter will not be identified by name. Any
questions, please call the editor at 372-6966.

In the 300 block of N Dunbndge St. an
alarm was accidentally set off, Tuesday.

In the 1300 block.of S. Orleans St, a German shepherd puppy was found, Tuesday.

In Ihe 100 block of N Church St, a one-dollar bill was found. Tuesday.

In the 300 block of W. Gypsy La, a girl's
bicycle was found, Tuesday.

In the 1500 block of dough St. Reguia
Mam. from LVlphos, was cited for illegal
speed, Tuesday.

In the 1000 block of N Main St. a woman
reported a man had written a bad check, Tuesday.

In the MO block of Wallace St, a woman
reported a neighbor's dog comes into her yard
causing dead grass patches, Tuesday.

In the 700 block of Manville St, a man
reported his bedroom window had been shattered, Tuesday.

In the 1000 block of Third St, an ambulance
was requested for a man who had collapsed,
hmday
In the 1000 block of N Main St, a man was
threatened by another man who told him he
owed him money, Tuesday

In the 1000 block of N Main St, a vehicle
was stuck in the parking lot, Tuesday.

In the 400 block of S. Maple St, a men's
bicycle was found, Tuesday.
In the 500 block of Napoleon St, a fax

machine mis-dialed, calling 911, Tuesday

other cars. Tuesday.

threw a brick at him, Tuesday.

keeps calling his residence, Wednesday.

In the 1500 block of Cough St.. a domestic
dispute occurred, Tuesday.

In the 100 block of N Main St, John P. Britton was cited for expired registration, Tuesday.

In the 800 Mock of Seventh St. a man was
advised to keep the music down, Tuesday.

In the 400 block of E. Court St, loud parties
were reported in the area, Wednesday.

In the 1000 Mock of S Main St, Chris P
Heyman was cited for no motorcycle safety
equipment, Tuesday

In the 200 block of Frazee Ave, a woman
reported a man solittcuig magazines without a
permit, Tuesday.

In the 700 Mock of Fifth St, someone
walked over the top of a man's car, Tuesday.

In the 500 block of Napoleon St, a suspicious vehicle was seen, Wednesday

In the MO block of Napoleon St, a woman
repented an unwanted man, Tuesday.

In the 1000 block of N. Main St, a woman
was sexually harassed in a parking lot, Tuesday.

In the 1400 block of Clough St, a woman
was advised to keep the noise down, Tuesday

In the 400 block of E Court St, a woman
reported a loud party still going on, and
Matthew A FJey was cited for littering on private property, Wednesday.

In the 500 block of Napoleon St, picketeres
were not allowing some cars to leave the area,
Iufvt.iv

In the 100 block of N. Enterprise St, a
woman found a dog nearby, Tuesday.

In the 1000 block of Fairview Ave, a man
reported seeing three people throwing things
at his fnend's car and at his apartment Tuesday.

In the 200 block of S. Main St. a suspicious
man was reported, Tuesday.

In the 900 Mock of S Main St, a man was
being harassed by a group of people. Tuesday.

In the 1000 block of Fairview Ave, semitrucks were making a lot of noise, Wednesday.

At 1-75 and E. Wooster St, a man was
swerving in and out of traffic and tailgating

In the 700 block of Seventh St, a man was
involved in a dispute in which the other man

In the 300 block of Colony Ln, a man
reported his soon-to-be ex daughter-in-law

WORKERS
"We are taking a look at other
incentive programs. The budget
for this year is set, so we're not
bumping up the wages for this
year," he said.
Both Hoops and O'Donnell
attributed most of the problem to
a strong economy.
"The labor market is such that
students are opting not to work,"
Hoops said.
"Another problem is that we
don't have a large residence hall

^te.

4*

In the 500 block of Napoleon St. strikers
had furs burning in barrels because they were
cooking hot dogs, Wednesday

NO FEAR

Continued from page one.

4*

In the 500 block of Napoleon St, a security
guard was believed to be smoking man|uap.»,
Wednesday

.ate.

hooked onto the Union. Here we
don't have that readily available
pool of people you get in the residence halls," she said.
O'Donnell noted another
drawback of food service positions.
"We have the students working during their shift — they
aren't able to study while working," he said.
The problem is not limited to
the Union. Most campus dining
halls have some type of labor
shortage.

4*

->k.

4*

*te-

"Two areas are severe: the
Union and Kreischer," O'Donnell said. "We're short everywhere, but those two places are
extreme."
O'Donnell also said that the
problem isn't limited to the University.
"We belong to a group called
the National Association of College and University Food Services, and from what I've heard,
it's a problem everywhere, also
in fast food services around
town," O'Donnell said. "Food

4*H»-

4*

?fc

service isn't always the place
people run to when they need a
job, especially with the economy
being so good."
However, he expects the situation to improve.
"The first to second week is
the time we get students to
work," O'Donnell said. "It's taking longer this year, which is not
to say it's not happening. In the
meantime, we're trying to take
advantage of other work forces."

4*

."V.

4*

.^

Continued from page one.

Gajjala hopes that those who
attend will at least get an introduction to the use of online technologies and begin to understand
the importance of being able to
use technologies in various ways.
This part of the series will take
place Oct. 1 from 4 - 5:30 p.m. in
the Jerome Library computer lab.
The last part of the series is
titled "The Game of Choice." It is
being presented by Ellen Nagy,
microcomputer coordinator for
career services, and will take
place in the Women's Center Oct.
8 from 4 - 5:30 p.m.

This workshop is designed to
help participants overcome their
fear of choosing a major or career.
The discussion is centered on
the thought that understanding
women's needs, values and interests is necessary to fully realize
full potential.
Nagy said this series is considered to be a challenging and exciting one, designed to empower
woman to take risks, make
changes and realize their full
potential.

WELCOME PAK!

Kinko's would like to help start your semester off right
We're offering great saving on black & white copies * just 4< each.
And Freshmen, visit your local Kinko's and pick up your FREE Freshmen Welcome Fak.
While you're there, check out all of Kinko's great products and services.

kinkes

FREE
Welcome
Pak!

Freshmen: Bring this coupon
and your Freshmen I.D. card
to Kinko's and receive a FREE
Welcome Pak while supplies last

Includes:
■Kinko's CopyCaid - with 25
free self-serve copies*
■ Kinko's Coupon Booklet

■ Kinko's Correction Fluid |
■ Highlighters Fen
• Post-It' Notes

4c BLACK & WHITE COPIES
i
I
I
!
,
t

R«cerM8»-iir»UH*a«4vMticapt«»n20U)wM^
Offer Is Hmtted to one coupon per customer. Coupon mutt be presented at time of
the purchase and h not valid with other criers or discount programs. Offer vebd at
time of purchase and may not be discounted or ciedrtrd towards past or future purchases. *W at Onko's listed locations only Coupon void where prohibited by law.
No cash value.

BOWLING GREEN

BOWLING GREEN
115 Railroad St. "354-3977

115 Railroad St. "354-3977

kinko's
AAC346

*4wmsto W ■ J l' MM* mt
mtitu arm wt ram ■*» bom

kinkes
| EXP OT0W61 j

|

AAP348

MOST STORES OPEN 24 HOURS, 7 DAYS A WEEK
OH Orarr. I*. *) *-*B WMPW*

M>I M

nw mm mm, * *"*>• a* -»*M«»*aMriatfB<*a'i'
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GEORGES^
Continued from page one.
state of emergency in central and
southern Florida, allowing the
state to activate the National
Guard, lift tolls along evacuation
routes and buy bulk emergency
supplies.
The Florida Keys are one of
the most difficult places in the
United States to evacuate
because a single two-lane highway connects the 120-mile-long
chain with the mainland.
U.S. Highway 1 runs over the
ocean for miles at a stretch, with
the roadway only about 5 feet
above the water in some places.
Stretches of the highway have
been submerged during past
hurricanes.
In Key West, a devil-may-care
sort of place where crusty island
dwellers often choose to stick out
storms, the smell of fresh wood
was in the air from all the sawing
and drilling as people boarded
up windows to protect their

homes.
Only a few dozen stragglers
populated the tourist strip that is
normally host to thousands.
Those remaining ran red lights,
double-parked and generally
disobeyed traffic laws.
Devin Crimmins, 19, of Huntington, N.Y., pitched in as
employees of the Jangada clothing store loaded Nike, Reebok
and Mossimo sportswear into a
rental truck for a ride out of
town. "I just came here looking
for a souvenir and they asked me
to help," he said.
The message "Georges Eat My
Fish" was spray-painted along
with a frowning face and bull'seye on plywood protecting Capt.
Bob's Grill in Key West, the
southernmost island in the curving Florida Keys.
At the Winn-Dixie supermarket, stock clerks were busy cleaning up a broken wine bottle and
squished blueberries as shoppers
cleared the shelves of ice, bottled
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Teetering for dollars

water, meat, pet food, peanut
butter and jelly.
The last major hurricane to
make a direct hit on the Keys
was Donna in 1960. Georges
could be the first major hurricane felt in South Florida since
Andrew, which caused $25 billion damage in Florida alone in
1992.
People in neighborhoods hit
by Andrew were the quickest to
put up shutters. Andrew survivor Bonnie Scott planned to
stay put in her rebuilt Homestead home to teach her daughters that not every hurricane is as
bad as Andrew.
In 1992, "We said, The roofs
aren't going to blow off.' Well,
they did," she said as she loaded
bottles of spring water and
seltzer into a shopping cart. "We
ran from room to room as, one
by one, the roof came off."

Study hard!
Mid-terms are
coming soon!
\OII

\oii \oii

\OII

Alpha Omicron Pi
Love* our Newest Members !

BO New« Photo/MATT DAMN

Eric Epple, senior MIS major, left, and Mindy Wiencek, senior Purchasing and Production
major, ride on a teeter totter near the Education Building on Wednesday. They are representing Delta Sigma Pi, which is riding the teeter totter for 72 hours straight to benefit the
American Diabetes Association.
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Martina Ambrosic
Jody BanTara Launder ^^^wf%Jennifer Brantner sara unz
^7*^X£/
Valerie Longfield "N^f
Kristy Bruni
Amanda Miner ^mr fl
Beth Delay
Amy L. Miller
W
Jill Farley
Jen Mosel
Dorothy Fausey
Devon Novotny
Krissy Halter
Shannon Harrison Colleen Pagano
Lynn Peculis
Kim Ketler
Katie Wolcott
Jennie Kovach
ll()\ ll()\ ll()\ ll()\ IH)\ IMA IKA IMA IKA

Howard's
Club H
Moo-fat It-tilOaa
Sun S-«:S0OM

THURSDAY

SUBCULTURE
FRIPAY
MIKE KATON
SATURDAY

MIKE KATON
Pool • Video Games • Pinball

; Love is in the air for kappas..
Laurie Wiehe
& Andy Summut
Laveilier.SAE

Maria Pugh &
Brent Herb
Laveilier, Sig Ep
Amy Barker
& Spencer
Schaefer
Pearling

0-*

Margeaux
McRoberts
& Joe Burke
Pearling

Stephanie Brewer & Jared Freeman
Laveilier, Sig Ep
Trish Fleming & Logan Brooke
Laveilier, KA

Dad wants to know why you haven't had your
SENIOR PORTRAIT taken yet?

Call 1.800.969.1338
to schedule a sitting.
It only takes 15 minutes and you can charge
the $6 fee to the Bursar (Thanks Dad!)

DONT BE LEFT OUT OF THE 1999 YEARBOOK!

Sports
Inside:

Sammy Sosa hits numMen's soccer hopes
Two Western Michiber 64 and 66.
to get back on winning gan hockey players
track in Maryland.
and the head coach
were suspended.

• 8

*8
"Running for the French team
is very difficult because there
s so much pressure to do
iwell," Sabri said. "It just
wasn't one meet because
sometimes people only get
one shot to show they
belong on the team."

'Runnin'

While at BG, Sabri has competed in two meets for the Falcons and has experienced some
success. Sabri and Christine Thompson fin| ished first at the
^Ohio Relays as
a team. In the
next meet, she
was hampered
with
illness
but still managed to finish
12th with a
time of 18:53.

*****

dream'
LJ Hanane Sabri chases
an Olympic dream
running at BG.
By MARK WIESE

Sabri uses
cross country
'as a preparation for the
upcoming
track season. She
as been
training for
the 800 she ran in
Italy. She is currently focused
on helping BG
ualify for the
NCAA National
Championships.

The BG News
Falcon cross country run-"
ner Hanane Sabri is working'
toward lifelong goals at the University.
Rowling Green is just another
step for Sabri, who is trying to
get her time down so she can
reach her ultimate goal of running for France in the Olympics.
She would like to compete in
the 800 meters but has to slice
precious seconds off her time to
reach that goal. She hopes her
experience at BG can help her.
Sabri just moved to Bowling
Green this semester from France
to compete with the women's
cross country and track teams
this season. The connection that
helped Sabri arrive here happened when BG cross country
coach Steve Price's sister, who
teaches in a university in France,
recommended her to BG.
Sabri showed an interest in
coming here and is now competing on the women's cross country team. She plans on competing in the 800 meters during
track season.
"I started running at the age
of eleven and have been improving little by little ever since,"
Sabri said.
At first, running did not interest Sabri. Basketball and gymnastics caught her eye at a young
age. Then, with the support of
her father, Sabri started her running career.
Sabri's father was an athlete
and sparked her interest in running. She began running short
distances. Then as her endurance
grew, so did her mileage.

ever
then.
At
French
National
Cross Country
Championships
this year, she finished ninth, and
at
the
French'
National
Track
Championships, she
finished fifth in the
800 meters with a time
of two minutes four
seconds. That time is
three seconds faster than
BG's current record in the
800.
"I hope to attain the
record here at BG this track
season," Sabri said.
While Sabri is competing for
BG, she is also currently running for the French National
team in France. She recently
competed in her first international meet in Pisa, Italy on
Sept. 12. During the meet she
took second, beating women
from the nations of Italy, Great
Britain and Spain.

I
am
now
_ .eparing for cross
/country and have to
work harder than my
teammates to get to the
level
where
Sabri has
they
, made an
are at
i immediate right
i impact for now,"
I the
Sabri
said.
I women's

cross
country
team. She
hopes to
help bring
the MAC
title back
toBG.

Price
is very
happy
to have
this
new
addition to
the
team.
Sabri
.should help the talented
3 women's cross country
f team to a berth in the Cross
Country National Championships.

id

Sabri said there is a lot
more pressure competing at the
international level than there is
at the collegiate level. She has to
do the best that she can just to
compete at that level.

"Hanane brings a wealth of
talent and experience to the
team," Price said. "She is also
very committed to her sport
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Volleyball thumps UT
□ BG chalks up another win in the battle of
Northwest Ohio in
three straight games.

"We played exceptionally welL There
really wasn't a weak part qfow game.
We were able to execute ow blocking and ■.
our defense welL"
Denise Van De Walle

By MATT STE1NER
The BG News
"We were on fire."
These were the words of Bowling Green coach Denlse Van De
Walle following the Falcon's victory
over Toledo Wednesday.
The Falcons opened their MidAmerican Conference play with a
strong match. BG was able to
down their arch-rivals in three
straight games, 15-9. 15-11. 15-3.
This was BG's first win at Savage
Hall in three years.
"We played exceptionally well."
Van De Walle said. There really
wasn't a weak part of our game. We
were able to execute our blocking
and our defense well."
Blocking has been an area of
concern in the past (see attached
article).
The Falcons Jumped out to a 92 lead In the first game. Toledo
made a run. attempting to fight
their way back. A four-kill flourish
by ITTs Lauren Waldrop cut the
lead to 14-9. But BG put the game

Volleyball coach >

away 15-9 with Heather Grelg
serving.
Game two proved to be more
competitive. Toledo kept it close.
The Rockets fought their way to a
7-6 lead before a steady stream of
kills by BG's Juniors Melissa Lewis
and Heather Murphy led to a victory and a 2-0.
In game three. Toledo showed
the Falcons why they entered the
match at 1-8. BG came out fast in
what would prove to be the finale.
They took a 6-2 lead early and did
not look back. Lori Kemerer led the
way with four of her II kills.
Freshman Amber Vorst's first
career kill put the Falcons up 14-3
and Kemerer had the game winner.
"1 think we came out with a
good attitude." Murphy said. "It
was good that we could come off
the weekend's losses and still be
positive and have a winning attitude."
Murphy continued to Impress
with a strong all around performance. She had a .405 hitting per-

centage with 17 kills. She leads the ;
MAC in kills per game (5.0) and is !
ranked 16th in the nation In that'
category. Defensively, she had 16
digs.
Sophomore JoAnna Papageorgiou started In the absence of
injured Junior Kris Pesorda. Pesorda is out with a knee injury suffered over the weekend in the JMU I
Classic.
Papageorgiou put in a strong •'
overall effort to help fill the void.J
She had a .357 hitting percentage J
with six kills. She lended a hand to:
setter Heather Grelg by posting!
two assists. She contributed defen- J
stvely with two blocks assists and I
- digs. Papageorgiou also!
added a service ace.
"We played as a team." Papa-georgiou said. "We made mistakes;
of course. But. we stayed positive",
and kept smiles on our faces and
got the Job done."
BG continues MAC play with a
road match at Marshall Friday.

Win banishes blocking blues for Falcons
□ The Falcon's
improved their blocking at Toledo.

"Ifelt really good tonight. We worked all
week long on our blocking, being
diciplined and reading the blocking better."
Lori Kemerer

By NICK HURM

middle hitler

The BG News
The dictionary defines block as.
"to obstruct; to get In the way of."
Since day one of the season for
Bowling Green's volleyball squad,
head coach Denlse Van De Walle
has stressed the importance of
blocking as a key to success.
In Wednesday's victory over
Toledo, the Falcons were able to
master this definition.
"I felt like we had a lot better
blocking tonight," said setter
Heather Grelg. "I feel like were
closing a lot better. It helped our
defense out 100 percent."
The blocking Improvement
showed. The Falcons picked up 58
digs - many coming off balls that

were slowed down from the front
line from being partially blocked.
Lori Kemerer lead the way for
BG with six block assists.
"I felt really good tonight."
Kemerer said. "We worked all week
long on our blocking, being diciplined and reading the blocking
better."
Another blocker who had success was Grelg. Standing 5'6".
Grelg doesn't seem like an Intimidation factor as a blocker. She
suprlses may though.
"I Just wait for the ball to come
to me." Grelg said. "If you can Just
get your hands over the net. you
can block a ball."

In previous games, the Falcons
have had trouble with blocking,
leading to many kills by opposing
teams.
"We really struggled for some .
reason slowing balls down at the
net.* Van De Walle said about play
at the recent James Madison Universify tournament. Against Toledo, the Falcons dominated at the
net.
When BG has blocked weU. they'
have had success. When they
haven't, they have struggled.
This will be a key factor in
games to come, especially since
Mid-American Conference play has
begun.

Pollack leads nation in punts, on pace for record
□ Bowling Green's
senior punter has been
a bright spot for the 02 Falcons.

By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News
Punter returners have started
to show Andy Pollack respect.
They line up 45 yards from the
ball, rather than the typical 30 to
35 yards.
Pollack, the Bowling Green
senior punter, is leading the
nation with a 49.2 punting average. His kicks that go nearly 50
yards on every punt is a surprise
for many, but not Pollack.
"I'm not really shocked by my
performance," Pollack said. "I
worked really hard this summer
and the big thing this year is that

I'm more relaxed and I'm more
confident in myself."
Pollack's relaxation may come
from the 17 punts he's had in the
first two games of the season. He
is on pace to kick 93 punts for
4,603 yards, which would shatter
the Falcon records of 81 punts
and 3,321 yards, both set in 1981
by Jim Phelps.
He has developed consistency this year - something that has
plagued him in the past.
"Right now, he's really in a
tight groove," coach Gary Blackney said. "It's almost natural to
him and the big thing is to keep
him in that groove."
But staying in the groove is
easier said than done. Part of
Pollack's success lies in his faith
in longsnapper Ryan Diepenbrock and the protection the linemen have given him.
And although he is punting
well. Pollack is always looking

for ways to improve.

in 1990.

"He's very, very coachable
and he understands the art of
punting, and I think Bob Ligashesky, our punting coach, has
done a great job," Blackney said.
"But I can hear him correcting
Andy from time to time about
his drop, his swing or his extension."

Shale was drafted in the 10th
round of the 1991 NFL draft by
Washington. And punter Brad
Maynard, 19% Mid-American
Conference Most Valuable Player, was a 3rd-round selection by
the Giants.

The only thing Pollack wants
is to not punt as much.
But regardless of how the
offense does, Pollack has been
sending punt returners backward instead of forward.
His 69-yarder against Missouri wasn't even his career
long. He kicked a 73-yarder as a
sophomore in 1996.
In his first year of full punting
duties, Pollack posted BG's fifthbest season average ever — a
41.6 average. But this year. Pollack has his sights set on breaking Chris Shale's 46.8 average set

4

W.

B

"It's a dream of mine, " Pollack said. "But I'm not worried
about that now. I've got nine
more games to go and I'm more
worried about helping my team
and getting my stats up."
A native of northwest Ohio,
Pollack didn't start punting until
his senior year at Maumee High
School. But if he continues to
consistently kick at the level he is
at now, he may just be finding
his rhythm and following in the
footsteps of other MAC punters
to reach the next level.
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BG punter Andy Pollack warm* up in practice. Even though he
is on pace to set a record, he wants to be on the field less.
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Men's soccer heads East
□ BG hopes to win
before beginning the
MAC season.
G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
The BG men's soccer team has
two warmups before the MidAmerican Conference opener.
For those two games, the Falcons will head to one of the original 13 colonies — Maryland.
BG will travel to Baltimore to
participate in the Loyola Fila
Classic. The Falcons will look to
win their first tournament and
improve their 3-2-1 mark. BG has
won at least one tournament in
each of the last two years.
On Saturday, BG will battle
George Mason. The Patriots are
5-2-0 after winning their own
tournament over the weekend.
They defeated Drexel 2-0 and

Towson 2-1 in overtime. Gordon
Bradley is in his 14th season as
head coach at GM, and this
weekend marks the first-ever
meeting between the two teams.
BG will then turn around and
face host Loyola on Sunday. The
Greyhounds are 2-3-2 overall
after losses in the Virginia Commonwealth tournament to Virginia Commonwealth (1-0) and
American University (3-2, in
overtime). Loyola beat BG 2-1 in
1984 and 3-2 in 1994.
"We have to be physically and
mentally ready," BG coach Mel
Mahler said. "That's our focus
and we'll just keep playing hard
at it. We'll go from there."
This gives the Falcons a great
opportunity to bounce back from
a 1-0 loss in which they outshot
Bradley 26-8.
"I think Sunday's a classic
example of why you compete,"
Mahler said. "You can look at
stats and look at rosters on

paper. Sometimes that doesn't
mean anything. For the first 65
minutes, we did really well.
Then we got into slump, became
very predictable and very direct.
We also became very defendable
and they got a goal on a
counter."
Mahler considered it a frustrating lesson of the game, especially for a team that considers
itself to be a championship team.
"This is one of those times
where championship teams find
ways to win games," Mahler
said. "If they don't, they find a
way to bounce back in the next
match and get a positive result."
Both BG losses have been 1-0
shutouts. The Falcons have
outscored the opposition 5-4.
BG's ball possession in the
attacking third of the field has
been better. It's just a matter of
putting on that final touch.
"Quality athletes have to be
able to perform and play under

pressure and make positive
results," Mahler said. "That's
another goal for this week as
well."
Part of the problem scoring
has been with the eight newcomers fitting into roles. One of those
newcomers is freshman Kevin
Wisniewski.
"It was hard at first getting
adapted to the quickness of play
and the toughness of players,"
Wisniewski said. "I feel more
comfortable every time I step
onto the field. I take big steps to
improve myself and my game."
Freshman midfielder Tony
Malik said the upperclassmen
have been helpful to the newcomers.
"The guys have been nice to
us," Malik said. "They've taught
us a lot about the game so far,
and a lot about the physical
play."

Yankees best Tribe
again, 8-4, set record
□ Yankees' win ties
franchise record.

Spencer hit his seventh homer
in 51 at-bats to cap a five-run
third inning off Indians starter

The Associated Press

Jason Jacome (0-1), who was
making his first start for the

NEW YORK — Shane
Spencer and Chad Curtis hit
three-run homers as the New
York Yankees matched the most
wins in franchise history with an
8-4 victory over the Cleveland
Indians on Wednesday night.
The Yankees, who equaled the
110 wins of the 1927 team, pulled
within one game of the American League record of 111 victories by the 1954 Indians.
New York has four games
remaining to catch the Indians
but will not be able to surpass
the 116 victories by the Chicago
Cubs in 1906.

Indians after a 17-2 season in the
minors.
Spencer, who was 3-for-4,
went 8-for-ll with three homers
and six RBIs in the final three
games of the Indians series.
Ryan Bradley (2-1), the second of four Yankees pitchers,
earned the victory with three
scoreless innings in relief of
starter Mike Jerzembeck.

Kickers prepare for Buffalo, Kent matches

□ Women's soccer
hopes to come out
strong in two home
games this weekend.
By PETE STELLA
The BG News

With their record currently at
4-3 overall and 1-1 in the MidAmerican Conference, the BG
women's soccer team hopes to
improve their record in games
: against Buffalo and Kent at home
this weekend.
Buffalo plays the Falcons on

Friday at 4 p.m. The team has a
6-1 overall record and a 1-1 conference record. Buffalo has
already surpassed last year's win
total. The Bulls are coached by
Jean-A. Tassy, who is in her
fourth year and has compiled a
28-24-7 record. Buffalo lost 1-0 to
Ohio Sunday. The Bulls have had
a program since 1982, although
they've only been in Division 1
for a few years.
"They've been scoring some
goals so it'll be interesting," BG
coach Tom Piccirillo said.
"They're getting into the more
difficult parts of the games
they're playing."

On Sunday, the Falcons host
Kent at 2 p.m. at Mickey
Cochrane Field. They are currently 4-2 overall and have a 1-1
MAC record. Head coach
Colleen Marcum is in her second
year and has a 7-16-2 record.
According to Piccirillo, the
Golden Flashes have had problems winning on the road.
"We tended to dominate them
a bit last year," Piccirillo said.
"They know how to play on a
small field. Mickey Cochrane's
(Field) fairly big. Hopefully, we'll
be able to take it to them."
With their first month of play
coming to a close, the Falcons

have improved greatly from last
season. They are on their way to
surpass their 6-12-0 overall and
1-6-0 conference record from last
fall.
BG has already scored a total
of 20 goals in seven matches,
after only scoring 28 goals all of
last season. The players have
also had a total of four multipleassist matches after totaling only
three a year ago.
The Falcons are looking to
pass the ball upfield in an
attempt to create scoring opportunities. In the meantime, they
will still try to play a possession
game.

"We're looking for a longer
option," Piccirillo said. "We
always tell our team that the
greatest pass is the pass that will
go the greatest distance, eliminate the most number of players,
but still get to our team. So we're
not playing a longball aimlessly
- looking to run into space on a
kick-and-run game. But we're
going to play longball when we
can."
Another team goal for the
weekend is to come out strong.
They started out flat at Toledo
and Eastern Michigan.
"I think we proved in the Eastem Michigan game that when

we want to score goals, we can
do it," sophomore defender Liz
Robarge said. "When we put our
heads in it, we can beat any team.
Our goal is to come out in the
first half so we aren't fighting
our way back."
The team is hoping to build
from scoring the two goals to cut
into Eastern Michigan's lead at 32 in Sunday's loss.
"Our goal is to stay focused
and work as a team," BG sophomore midfielder Jamie Eshleman
said. "We just have to go out
pumped up and ready to play."

Sosa goes deep 2 times in loss
□ Cubs outfielder
breaks slump and
homers twice to catch
McGwire again.
-

Associated Presa Photo

Chicago Cub* outfielder, Sammy Sosa, fouls off a pitch in
Wednesday's 8-7 loss to Milwaukee. He hit home run 64 and
65 in the game.

The Associated Press
—

MILWAUKEE — A day after
he conceded the home run race,
Sammy Sosa struck back.
He hit home runs Nos. 64 and
65 on Wednesday, tying Mark
McGwire for the record and
breaking an O-for-21 slump in the
Chicago Cubs' 8-7 loss to the
Milwaukee Brewers.
The Cardinals faced Houston
on Wednesday night in St. Louis,
where McGwire has hit a Busch
Stadium record 33 home runs
this season.
The Cubs slugger, picking on
his favorite pitching staff, homered against Milwaukee in the
fifth and sixth innings, giving
him 12 against the Brewers this
season.
Sosa's No. 65 gave him 11
multihomer games this season,

tying the major league record set
by Detroit's Hank Greenberg in
1938.
Sosa hit a solo shot to right
field with one out in the fifth off
rookie left-hander Rafael Roque,
who also gave up McGwire's
64th homer. With two out in the
sixth, he hit a 2-2 fastball 410 feet
to straightaway center off rookie
right-hander Rod HendersonThere was no mad scramble
for the record-tying ball — it
bounced off the bleachers and
back onto the grass, where center
fielder
Marquis
Grissom
retrieved it and tossed it to the
infield. Shortstop Mark Loretta
then rolled it to Sosa in front of
the Cubs' dugout.
Both times, Sosa took a quick
curtain call to chants of "Sammy! Sam-my!"
Mired in his worst slump of
the season, Sosa said he was concerned only about getting the
Cubs to the playoffs, while all
McGwire had to worry about
was swinging for the fences
because the Cards were out of
the race.
"He's the one going to finish

up there a little bit higher than
me," Sosa said Tuesday. "You
have to remember, my situation
is different. I have to go out there
and try to win the last five
games."
Plus, "He's swinging much
better than me," Sosa explained.
Sosa had not gotten a hit and
had struck out eight times since
hitting a grand slam last
Wednesday in San Diego for No.
63.
He walked his first two times
up against Roque, then sent a 1-0
fastball 344 feet to the opposite
field, giving the Cubs a 4-0 lead.
His second homer made it 7-0,
but the Cubs couldn't hold the
lead.
Sosa's 12 home runs against
the Brewers are the most by a
player against one team since
Roger Maris connected 13 times
off the Chicago White Sox in
1961, the year he hit 61 homers.
Sosa's slump-buster came on
the same day his native Dominican Republic began recovery
from Hurricane Georges, which
set off looting and street violence. Seventeen people died

and much of the country lost
power.
Most of Sosa's immediate
family members were in Chicago, where they had gathered for
the "Sammy Sosa Celebration"
last weekend, but the slugger
was concerned about many relatives and friends back home.
On Tuesday night, Sosa
admitted he was struggling at
the plate but promised his swing
would return. The Brewers again
cooperated.
Earlier this month, Sosa connected for Nos. 59-62 against
Milwaukee during a three-game
series at Wrigley Field, jumping
back into the home run race after
McGwire had broken Maris' single-season record on Sept. 8.
McGwire broke his tie with
Sosa by hitting home run No. 64
in Milwaukee on Friday night off
Roque, then connected for No. 65
on Sunday, along with what
many believed was No. 66.
But umpire Bob Davidson
ruled fan interference and
stopped McGwire at second with
a ground-rule double off Henderson.
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BGSU Falcons

vs.

Central Florida Knights

Saturday, September 26 @ 12:00 p.m
Doyt L. Perry Stadium

"UPS ON HOW TO BE A
• Stand and Clap to our fight song and Ay
Ziggy Zoomba !!!!!
• Stand and Cheer EVERYTIME we stop CFU
on a 3rd or 4th down
(Give the Falcons a Standing O)!!!!!
• Cheer loud on all CFU 3rd down plays
(MAKE NOISE)!!!!!
• Cheer for BGSU's offensive plays- BE POSITIVE!!!!!
• Have fun, cheer loud and come back next week
when the Falcons take on Ohio University!!!!!
SPONSORS: KROGER, PEPSI
GAME SPONSORS: OHIO PORK PRODUCERS, OHIO LOTTERY

TnlLCnTiNCTlPS
1. Come early - Tailgating
lots open at 9:00am.
2. Raise your BGSU banners.
3. Bring breakfast.
4. Use plastic cups for
beverages.
5. Please clean up your
tailgating spots.
6. HAVE FUN!!!

>
BGSU
Ic*
Ar«ni

TAILGATE
PARKING

I-75

TAILGATE
PARKING
Alumni Dr
MEDIA
PARKING

Exit 181

East Wooster St

DJ performs during pregame • Free Giveaways • Falcon Marching Band performs at Halflime
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*™m ne
compiled from wUr sources

BBWCAAI
WMU suspends 2
players, head coach
TWo Western Michigan hockey players and their head coach
are under suspension after a
house party in which hazing
may have been involved. An
investigation will follow in the
next couple of days.
Bronco hockey players Steven
Rymsha and Mark Wilkinson
have been put under indefinite
suspension by coach Bill Wilkinson. Wilkinson was suspended
temporarily by athletic director
Kathy Beauregard due to a possible conflict of interest.
Rymsha and Wilkinson were
arrested on a charge of noise violation. Rymsha was also charged
with underage possesion of alcohol.
The party took place at a
house owned by Bill Wilkinson
and rented to Mark. The players
said the party was attended
exclusively by hockey players.

The BG News
Classified
Ads

372-6977
TV BG N**i *|I1 not s,mi«in,'t> accept advcrti
thai diurimituir. of tatiturtgt dmnmiiulton atjjUetil
*n> inJiskJual oc group can Ihr baM
crr*il. rrh|HMi. naiHMval norm vfi
ability, Uaiw a\ a •t-umi. or on the bout of any othri
Lrfa.1) protected ttaiui

CAMPUS EVENTS
Final Days
Son tor Pott ram
End Soon
Call Now!
Snoot portraits wil soon M over Donl be let
out ol the Historic 1999 Kay Yearbook. Par
trans are taken <i both your dress dolhas and a
cap and gown the studro provides. The strong
will only take about 15 minutes and your memone* will last forever. The low $6 lee can be
charged through the bursar. Portraits are taken
in 28 West Hal (basement). Please can
l 800 989-1338 m advance to schedule a lilting
•Portraits make great Christmas gifts"

1
1
1

1
1

I

1
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TRANSACTIONS

STANDINGS

BASEBALL
American Leafuc
TAMPA DAY DEVIL RAYS-Anncninccd that
the team's Southern League franchise will relocate from Orlando to Tallahassee, beginning
with the 2000 season Claimed C Julio Mosqucra off waivers from the Toronto Blue Jays.
TORONTO BLUE JAYS—Named Mark Lemmon director of corporate partnerships. Signed
C Gulllermo Qulrox Sent RHP Joe Young to
Kncotvllle ol the Southern League.

FOOTBALL
National Football Uagaa
ATLANTA FALCONS—Signed LB Malcolm
Hamilton to the practice squad. Reached an
Injury settlement with LB Brandon Tolbert.
JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS—Placed RB
James Stewart on Injured reserve. Signed RB
Chris Howard and RB George Jones. Re-signed
1)1. Lamanzer Williams to the practice squad.
MIAMI DOLPHINS—Signed OB Dan Gonzalez to the practice squad. Released OT Matt
Reem from the practice squad. Named Bob Relf
vice president of sales and marketing.
NEW YORK JETS-Slgned G Lamont Burns
to the practice squad. Waived K Brett Conway
from the practice squad.

HOCKEY
National Hockey Leafae

BUFFALO SABRES—Named Jon Chmtlano
assistant coach of Rochester of the AHL.
CAROLINA HURRICANES—Sent G Mike
Fountain, D Steve Halko. D Marek Malik. F
Tommy Westlund and F Shane Willis to New
Haven of the AHL. Sent G Pal Jablonskl to
Chicago of Ihr IHL
LOS ANGELES KINGS-Asslgned D Sean
Blanchard. D Peter Hogan and C Chris Schmidt
to Springfield of AHL. Re assigned D Richard
Seeley to Prince Albert of WHL and C Matt Zultek to Ottawa and C Scott Barney to Peterborough of the OHL
NEW JERSEY DEVILS—Signed G JeanFrancois Damphousse to a muMlycar contract.
Returned D Alex Johnstone. F Mathleu Benott.
F Ryan Fllnn. F Ryan Held and F Jacques Lartvlere to their Junior teams.
SAN JOSE SHARKS—Signed C Bernle
Nkholla.
VANCOUVER CANUCKS-Re-slgned F Brad
May to a two-year contract. Signed F BUI Muckat.

COLLEGE
METROPOLITAN STATE—Announced the
retirement of BlU Helman. athletic director,
effective Nov. I.
OGLETHORPB— Named Angle
Mllfoid
women's basketball coach.

S«nlor PortraU.
End Soon
Senior Portraits
End Soon
Cart WoM Studio* it now on campu» taking
•amor portrait* from i0am-6pm daily. Any
tonior graduating in Dec.. May. or August
should anand. Portraits are taken in your dress
dotnes and in a cap and gown provided by Vie
studio. Sessions take about 15 minutea and
tne $6 silting 'ee can be charged to the Bursar.
Please call i 800-969 1338 to schedule a sitting. Portraits taken m 28 West Hall Don't be
led out ol the Hisionc 1999 Key Yearbook.

SERVICES OFFERED

shutout of Toledo on Sept. 12.
Penny played in 10 games last
year as a true freshman out of
Ursuline High School
in
Youngstown. He had nine carries
for 54 yards.
Penny, who did not play in
Ohio State's season-opening win
over West Virginia, had no carries this season.
Pregnant? Free pregnancy tests
Confidential & caring.
3S4-4673 BG Pregnancy Center.

PERSONALS
* Kappa Kappa Gamma'
The sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma would like
to wtshAleia Musirelll and her fiance Tony
Kehresmany Congrats on their summer engagement
• Kappa Kappa Cemma ■

ACM ' Friends n' Floata - ACHI
Discover Sisterhood Firsthand! Come on over
ID the ACHI House on Thurs . Sept 24 @ 8 00
to watch the season premier of Friends and entoy a Root Beer Float' ?'s call 2-2840.
AOI' Friends n' Floats - AOII

JUMP at 0>s new otter" SKYDIVE B.C.. lull
10 min from campus is now offering a first
lumpone day dass during the week (M-W-F) in
addition to our regular weekend dasses. Cal
for student special information. 352-5200
VMC accepiod
___

BEYOND BG
AND YOU THOUGHT LAST YEAR
GREAT'
BEYOND BG

Texas 85
Anaheim
Seattle 74
Oakland

East Division

w
no

Pet
.696
21
24 1/2
494
.399

OB

69
73
78
63

L
48
563
.541
80
95

W
88
77
71
66
95

L
70
80
86 •
91
403

Fit.
.557
490
.452
.420
24 1/2

OB
10 1/2
16 1/2
21 1/2

W
72
83
82
71

L
.541
74
.474
86

Ft*.

OB

.529
10 1/2
.452

2

32
47

—

WAS

x-Houston
Chicago
St. Louis
Cincinnati
Milwaukee
Pittsburgh
West Division
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x-chnched division ink*

Oakland at Seattle Inl
Thursday's Games
Baltimore (Ponson 8-8) at Boston (Martinez 18-7). 7:05 p.m
Tampa Bay (Alvarez 6-131 at NY. Yankees IWeus 18-41. 7:35 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Navarre 8-151 al Kansas City (Rosado 7-111. 8:05
p.m.
Cleveland IGooden 8-61 al Minnesota (Radke 11-141, 8:05 p.m.
Texas ISek- 18-1II at Seattle (Suzuki 111. 10:05 pm
Anaheim (McDowell 5-31 at Oakland (Haynes 11-81. 10:05 p.m
Only games scheduled

■ Not Inch
Milwaukee 8. Chicago Cubs 7
San Francisco 4. Pittsburgh 1
Atlanta II. Florida0
Philadelphia 4. Cincinnati 2
Montreal 3. N.Y Mets 0
Arizona at Colorado Inl
Houston at St. Louis [nl
San Diego al Los Angeles (nl

Friday sOnmes
Detroit at Toronto. 7:05 p.m.
Baltimore at Boston. 7:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay at N.Y. Yankees, 7:35 p.m.
Chicago White Sox at Kansas City. 8:05 p.m
Cleveland at Minnesota. 8:05 p m.

Temrsdav's Oansns
Pittsburgh (Dessens 2-5) at San Francisco lOrta 3-4). 3:35 p.m.
Philadelphia (Schilling 15-14) at Florida (Hernandez 10-12). 7:05 p.m.
Montreal (Vazquez 5-14) at St. Louis lOsbome 4-4). 8:10 p.m.
Milwaukee (Wcodard 10-121 at Los Angeles (MUckl 8-7). 1009 p.m.

Texas at Seattle. 10:05 p m.
Anaheim al Oakland. 10:35 p.m.

Only games scheduled

Cellular Phones
No a edit check, no security deposit
$09 kit includes: Motorola flip phone
battery, and charger. 45 free minutes
Call (419)356- 2005
Friday'! and Saturday's
at KAMIKAZES
80's and 90's dance
Final (Jays
Senior Portraits
End Soon
Call Nowl
Senor Portraits will soon be over Don't be left
out ol the Historic 1999 Key Yearbook. Portraits are taken in both your dress dothes and a
cap and gown the studio provides. The sitting
will only take about 15 minuM and your memories will last forever. The low $6 sitting fee can
be charged through the Bursar. Portraits are
taken in 28 West Hall (basement). Please cal
i 800 9691338 m advance to schedule a sitting.
•Portraits make great Christmas gills'
Tuesday'! at KAMIKAZE'S
swing coming ..

x-AUanta
New York
Philadelphia
Montreal
Florida
Central Division

14

x clinched division title
Wednesday's Games
Lste Games Not Included
Toronto 6 Bal imore 3
Boston 5. Tampa Bay 4
NY. Yankees 8. Cleveland 4
Detroit 5. Kansas Cllv 1
Chicago White Sax at Minnesota (nl

Catch an the latest action in Falcon athlencsi
Watch Chns Stipes. Mike Leonard, and Slephanie Kazel weekdays on BG 24 news! Turn
to cable channel 24 everyday at 530. 10:30,
and 7:30 am.
^^^^

•RUSH ALPHA GAMMA DELTAWed. I Thur.
1:15*8:19
•RUSH ALPHA GAMMA DELTA-

GEAR FOR THE WILDERNESS
Bckpks. Tents. Sleeping bags. Hiking
Boots, Canoes. Kayaks. Roof Rakes.etc
Trips A Clmici: Bckpking. Canoeing
And Kayaking, The Canoe Shop A
BlacklwampOulfiners 140 S River Rd
Waterville. OH 43566 41*878 3700
WWW THECANOE SHOP COM

x-NcwYork
Boston 89
Toronto*)
Baltimore
Tampa Bay
Central Divinion
x-Cleveland
GMcagD
Kansas City
Minnesota
Detroit 64
Wast Division

National League

-eiague

East Division

Texas at Anaheim In]

OSU's Sean Penny out for season
Ohio State fullback Sean
Penny will miss the remainder of
the season because of a fractured
vertebra.
Ohio
State
announced
Wednesday that Penny, a 6-foot2, 215-pound sophomore, has a
stable fracture in the first cervical
vertebra.
Penny was injured during the
top-ranked
Buckeyes'
49-0

American

Senior Portraits
End9oon
Senior Portraits
End Soon
Cart Wolf Studios is now on campus taking
senior portraits Irom lOsm-epm daily. Any
senior graduating In Dec.. May, or August
should attend Portraits are taken in your dress
clothes and in a cap and gown provided by the
studio. Sessions lake about 15 minutes and
the S6 sitting tee can be charged to the Bursar.
Please call l 800-969 1338 to schedule a sitting. Portraits taken In 28 West Hall. Don't be
left out ol the Historic 1999 Key Yearbook
SPRING BREAKERS BEWARE
Buy your package locally l
Don't trust giving your CC number
to a stranger.
We will give you the best options tor
your money.
Campus World Travel-352-7BB9

Turning Points
An informal discussion group about eating disorders, weight issues and normal eaing. Beginning
OCL 7. Wed. 330-5
To register call 372-2081
Co-sponsored by Counseling Center
A Student HealFt Service

Take A Bile
and on the move lor Health A Joy
Register Today

Cal 372-WELL (9355)
Contemporary Weight Management Program
Nulrltton A exerclee awarenene
Wednesday 330-SOOpm
Begins October 7
Thursday's at KAMIKAZE'S
Owners Irom 7-9 pm
Dollar pichers al night long
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR
FLAG FOOTBALL AND ICE HOCKEY. APPLY
IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE AN0 PICK UP
AND COMPLETE TAKE-HOME TEST BEFORE SEPT. 29TH AT NOON. MUST ATTEND MANDATORY CLINIC FOR FOOTBALL.
INTRAMURAL ENTRES DUE BY 3PM N 130
PERRY FrELO HOUSE: SEPT. 28-C 4
PLAYER VOLLEYBALL; SEPT. 29-W. C FLAG
FOOTBALL; SEPT. 30-M FLAG FOOTBALL:
OCT. 6-GREEK 8 INDP. ICE HOCKEY.
Wednesday's at KAMKAZE'S
Karaoke with Rich Mkneta
from 10-2

Learn guitar: Jason Quick Freelance MUSH
ciarvmstrucDr with master's degree from
BGSU For more info, contact creative arts
program 372-8177.

ATTENTION:
The first issue of
The Gavel will be
coming out the
week of October 5.
Look for it in
The BG News.
See what being
Greek is ail about!

E
E
Have a blast! In your own Home Theater.

4 **•«■■ lugoi
cabU MO*!.

FaT-ll

Ignore chest pain
and it'll go away.

...Wr .rvl-*-.
ditrrwicMw

YOUR LOCAL CABLE TV CONNECTION
Vt* the Psr^.VVw irt >t mwkpp-.com

E

IjlpkfPJPJPJPJWWW^WP^WW^
American Heart
Association

GOiBLECDMM

Hbn*v| IFM

0 1998 ^ay-rV-Vw* NRVtork, Int. V-rwi Chrxf a . fgnterrt irioVmirt or PiyPfr-VVw Nvtv-orh. Inc.

352-8424

EARN CASH!
SAVE LIVES!
Earn up to $140 per month and help save
lives at the same time by donating plasma.

When you make a plasma donation you also receive
a free physical exam and free HIV testing.
Accepting New Donors
MWF
7AM-3PM
T—TH
10AM-5PM

li Mm have ehesl pain, gel medical help immediately. Otherwise
when ihi- pnin sii>|». your life could loo. In learn more, contact
MUM nearest American Heart Association a) I SIMI- \n \ i s \ I
or online al http://www.Hmlirt.org
1% American HMrt Aw.

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
350 West Woodruff Avenue
Toledo, Ohio 43624

255-6772
\
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Woman's Wetness Group
BuM self sstaem. become more assertive, reduce stress, strengthen relationships, promote
■ balanced Die Meeting weekly, Tuea.
1030-12:00 Cell Wellnell Connection
372-9355 to register.

HELP WANTED
Sl.OOO'a WEEKLY!!
Skiff envelopes at home for $2.00 each plus
bonuses. F/T, P/T Make $800* weakly,
guaranteed! Free supplies For details, send
one SASE ID: N-181, 12021 Wsslwe Blvd..
Suila 552. Los Angeles. CA 90025
$2000 Tuition Reimbursement
United Parcel Service
We are currently looking lor permanent Panama employeae who are miereaied In working
from 3 B 5 hours per day.
WE OFFER
Excellent entry level pay of
$8 50/$9.50 par hour, and can earn
up B $12.45/tl 3 45 per hour with
progression.
•Ft* erne bene«ts tor part time workl
•Advancemeni opcortunisesl
•Holidays and weekends off I
' Call (419) 891-6820 EOE
ABSOLUTE SPRING BREACH 2 FREE TRIPS
ON ONLY is SALES and EARN $$$$. Jamaica. Cancun. Bahamas. Florida. Padre' Low
PnOMl Free Meals. Parties $ Meals! "Limned
O
I
I
• - f
*
*
i800-426-7710neww.aunsplashiotfs.com
BLAKELY Care Center is accepting appacaoona lor Nurse Aide positions All shifts available, ful and part sme. Training class starting
soon lor moae who are nol stale lasted Com
peitrve wages, anandance bonus, dental insurance, comprehensive health insurance. 90
day wage increase, annual wage increase, oaring co-workers Blakely Care Center is a family
owned and operated facility that attends B our
residents with extreme care and consideration.
■ this * your ty pa of work environment, please
apply at:
BLAKELY CARE CENTER
aOOSterlng Drive
NortlBafcmore.Onio
between Sam 15pm
Monday thru Friday
Pan nrne help wanted with farming experience
tor fa* harvest and farm seed plant work Can
adiust hours B class schedule Cal 352 0068
Professional cornparty Is seeking Market
Research inssrwewers. Evening 1 weekend
shifts available. Must be able B work a minimum of 16 tvs/wk. Gain valuable mktg 8 public relations skills. $5 SfVhr Apply at 13330
Bishop Rd or call 352-8115 ext 208.

Part-time Student Employment
Are you looking tor part-ame employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested m working various
unskilled robs in assembly, packaging, etc.?
Rate of pay is $5 15 per hour Apply in person
between the hours of 9:00am and 5:00pm
(Mon.-Fn) at Advanced Specialty Products.
Inc. 428 Clougri St. BG OH 43402.
DELIVERY DRIVERS
PART TIME
WALL STREET JOURNAL
Immediate route opemnga tor early morning
distribution of the Wan Street Journal m the BG
area. Must be available after 12:30am Mon-Fri
Dependable vehicle & liability insurance required. Hourly wage plus mileage.
419-354- 25SS. EOE.
Help Wanted
Waitstaff, bartenders, and cooks. Apply in person or call 823-0014. 100 W. Main St.. Haskms. OH 43525. The Haskins Inn. 5 miles north
ol BG off stale route 25.
-New Restaurant Opening IHelp wanted immediately for Stone Ridge Golf
Club All golf operations, tood 8 beverage. 8
grounds crew. FuH A part Dme positions available Please cal 353-4663.

NURSING ASSISTANTS
Wood County Nursing Home is currently recruiting responsible, dedicated nursing assistants. We are looking for Quality, caring individuals
W. want the best!
AppHcaKms wil be accepted from State
Tested or Test-Ready Nursing Assistants, and
people interested in taking classes to become
STNA'S. Full-time, part-time, and contingent
positions are available on al three shifts. Benefits Include:
•10 Paid Holidays
• 2 Weeks Vacation (After only 1 year)
'15 Pad Sick Days
" Retirement Program
' Free Meala/Free Umforma
' Quarterly Attendance Incentives
• Weekend QtferenOal ol $1 more/hour
• Medicalt>entai/ViaiorvPrescr/Lite In*.
(Premiums tor a Family only $15.1 a/mo!)
Al this and a great starting wage tor STNA'S of
$6 72/hr with a wage increase to $6 99/hr m
only 120 days.
Don't wait-Bring your friends-apply today:
Wood County Nursing Home
11080 E.Gypsy Lane Rd
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419)353 8411

For Sale
1 pair ol stereo speakers-Technics, 150 wans.
3-way floor speakers. $100 obo
1 pair ot Yamaha bookshell speakers 60
watts (50 obo. Call 353-2168

FOR RENT

35mm Camera Mnolia Maxium 70001 lens,
flash, accessories (500 includes everything.
Please leave message & wil consider oilers.
354^438
91 Chevrolet Cavalier. Wei maintained
99.000 miles. (3.000. Call 288-3437. Electric
hospital bed, (100.
AAAA.i Early Specials! Panama City! Room
with kitchen (1291 Includes 7 Free Parties!
Daylona (149 New Hotspol South Beach
(1291 Cocoa Beach (1491 springbreaktravel.com 1-800-878-6386.

Long's Carpet Cleaner needs part time help
10-20 hounVwk. Wil work around your schedule. Starting pay $75urhr Apply HI person at
110Napc4ean Rd.. Long's Cleaners

AAAA.i Early Specials! Cancun 8 Jamaica! 7
nights Air 8 hotel From $3991 Includes Free
tood. Drinks. Parties! 1998 Better Business Bureau Award Winner! spnngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6368.

P-tjme cook. 12-20 hrs/wk
P-tjme bartender. BG Country Club
Please call 3S2-3100

AAAA.i Early Spring Break Specials! Bahamas Party Cruieel 6 Days (2'9i Includes Most
Meaisi Awesome Beaches. Nightniei Departs
from Florida1 1998 BBB Award Winner! apringbreaktravel.com 1-800-6788398.

MAKE EASY MONEYI GO ON SPRING
BREAK FOR FREEI USA Spring Break offers
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, and Florida
packages and Is currently acceping applications for campus sales representatives. Cal
l 888-SPRINGBREAK.
SPRING BREAK 991
Cancun ' Naaaau ' Jamaica ' liautlan '
Acapulco ' Bahamaa Cruise * Florida *
South Padre Travel Free and make Iota of
Caahl
Top rape are offered imnlme atari |obe
Lowest price Guaranteed. Cal now for details I www.class1ravel.com 800/838-6411

Spnng Break •gg-Sell trips. Earn cash S go
free!" Student Travel Services is now hiring
campus reps. Lowest rates to Jamaica, Me«ICO, and Florida. 600-648-4840 or
www.stttravel.com

Trek 7000 Mountain bike. 22" aluminum frame.
Eicelent cond (350 OBO. Cal Sieve at
352-2535 sspmeresvhlaw.com

-for SaleUltra wheel TAO men's inline-skates
US-Sue 10; SI 20 or best otter
Call 3S3- 8315

Ostego High School is in need ol a Junior Varsity Girts basketball coach. I interested Cal
Scon Bernthisel. athlete director, at B23-4gi 1
or Lisa Stevens, head coach, at 893-6067
Please respond by Oct. 2.

LOVE TO TEACH?
Kaplan, the leader in test preparation, wil be
holding auditions next week for energetic 6
dedicated people interested in pt-rjme teaching
positions. K you score high on standardized
tests A want B help others achieve their potential, cal Kaplan today at 1-888 KAPLAN2 or
check out our website at www.kapian.com.
EOEMf

They're back. 1 doz roses
Cash 8 Carry (15 95
The Flower Basket. 165 S. Mam
Downtown BG

FOR SALE

HI my name la Haley I'm an adorable 16 mo.
who needs a flexible sitter in my N. Baltimore
home. Please cat my mom Kim at 257-2154.

Mac and PC computers, eicesent condition;
also printers, modems, and hard dove. Cal tor
liat 419-672-1222.

VAN DRIVER-Parl-tlme position to provide
transportation to and from social service
agency. Must be between the ages ol 21-65.
have a vaad Ohio drrver'a license and an excel
lent driving record. Submit resume to P.O Boi
738. Bowling Green, OH 43402 EOE.

Primestar
Lowest Install Guaranteed
(49 00/(98.00 one tme payment
(25 99 programming. Rebates
Maintenance Free Special Offer?
Cal Now! 1 -800-580-2765

> (D

2 BDRM lurn apt dose to campus
Includes utilities, grad students
welcome 353-5074
2 bdrm. furnished apts.
352-7454
217 South College- 1 5 blocks from Henna
Hall. 3 BR House. 12 mo. lease, tenants pay al
uDl., sec. dep., parental guarantee req., no
pets. (575/mo. Rent collected quarterly.
Available immediately.
For more Information or to sign a lease,
contact Arbor Enterprises at 354-2854.
Locally owned end msnsged.
Newly painted 2 bdrm. apt with garage. Close
to campus. e4S0/monti. 372-2096 days,
419 872 9874 after 5pm.
Occupant Needed Immediately
2 Mrf sublessors, each gen own room.
Across street from Big Shots, 536 E Wooslar. Please call 353-9274 for Brian or Tony.
Subleasar naadedOwn bedroom in apartmenl, near campus Call Jeremy 352-1476
Subieaser Needed Immediately
Low Rent across from campus
Call 419-698-2733

AAAA.I Spring Break Travel was 1 of 6 small
businesses in the US recognized by Better
Business Bureaus tor outstanding ethics in tie
marketplace! sprlngbreaktravel.com
1-800-67641386.

Student Employment-Clerical AssistantBudget Area. This individual wil provide support services to the Budget Area. Clerical Assistance to, and under the direct supennson of
the Budget Officer. Duties to include, processing and formulating reports, set up of record
notebooks and files, word processing, correspondence, ling and photocopying. Other duties as assigned. 15-20 hours/week.
15 90/hour. For additional information call
Mary, 372-8181.

" "O

SUBLEASERS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
1 Br. open in 2 Br apartment, 2 ful bathrooma,
2 large bedrooms, AC. dishwasher, dose 10
campus. Price negotiable. Call 3S4-04g7.

CARS (100-(500
Pol ce impounds.
Hondas, Chevys. Jeeps 8 Sport
Ullities MUST SELLI
1 800-522 273014558

The biKRest threat
to depression is your
awareness of it.
Bl C.'

b r+

'

UNTREATED

DBPRBSSION
http://www save org

B^Join the BG News

DID YOU KNOW?
The current wave of
extinctions resulting
from human activity is
eliminating an estimated
27,000 species each
year, making it the sixth
great mass extinction in
the Earth's history.1

Wednesday, September 23, 1998

TOBACCO OUTLfT

402 E. Wooster St Cn/
<$*
352-BLTT
*%?
Across from Taco Bell
VA

Bowling Green's Solution
to Internet Access.

Pirut

only $15 per month

Back to School Special:
Sponsored by the Center for
Environmental Programs and yourj
Campus Recycling Program

Mention this ad and get one month free.

r upstairs at

1 Noss and Cooperrider, 1994 SayjncJ

354-HOST

Newlove Realty Rentals
* I Ixlnr. FREE ciAS IICA1.
WAIT.R& SEWER
•llxlnnw/doiihlrLR
& fronl porift
* llxinrtcrver
(knvnlfnvnbibii «"•-•>
*(2)2lMlnT.IV"tlM'>
*Etfk Killed i

353-0988 ®

104 S. Main

Thursday Night from 9:00-11:00

Gorman Del Greco
No cover after 10:00
$2.00 cover otherwise

VCT

(kiwnlarsvn SIIIITS
• VIMToilllOfFICEFORA
CONPLtTf LISTING FOR
IINDERGRAIXIATE.
GRADUATE AND
PROFESSIONAL.
IIOUMMCi! Oil VIM I Dllli

THE DAILY NEWS
^referred Properties CoT
530 S. MAPLE ST. • 352-937B
Now Leasing
Piedmont - 2 Bedrooms, Patios & Decks,
Laundry in each building
Mini-Mall - 1 Bedroom Apartment
+ efficiencies
(Indoor heated swimming pool, sauna. HydraSpa. Whirlpool,
complete exercise equipment, complete
locker room and shower facilities.)
Xi

Your Beverage
is FREE

,W2Si)iill\n<iiiiSlrrrl
(ounmluoiriir)
352-5620

with this ad!
Lunch

STEAK HOUSE

1/
i i i H I D

' 9 $ I

163 South Main Street • Bowling Green • 419-352-2595

MonTri.llA.M.4PM.
Newlove
Realty Rentals
1 14 S. Main f 12
1 bd rnt. apt.
Located Downtown.
Newly decorated.
Cal Allowed.
•VISIT OUR OFFICE FOR
A COMPLETE LISTING
FOR UNDERGRADUATE.
GRADUATE AND
PROFESSIONAL
HOUSING! OR VISIT
OUR NEW WEBSITE:

2 D

HOT OFF THE PRESS!

All residents receive a membership to
Chtwrywood HeueHh Spa

NEW WEBSITE:
hltpyAvww.iv>v1ovoraitu,com

NEWIWfl
Rentals

www.BGHost.com

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
319 E. Wooster Street
(Across from Taco Bell)
RENTALS-354-2260
APARTMENTS

FOR

RENT

Dinner

JL

.99

Featuring
Carved Roast Beef
and Country Ham
Mon-Fri
4PM. til
All Day
Sat. & Sun

• 602 Second, Fum. Eff. $260. per mo.
• 602 Second. 1 BR. Fum. Apt. $300. per mo.
• 610 Second. 2 BR. Fum. Apt. $350. per mo. and up
• 828 Seventh, 2 BR. Unfum. $423 per mo.

332 South Main Street
at^^lour only office)

352-5620

NEWIPVE
Rentals

• 724 S. College, 2 BR. Unfum. $400 per mo. and up
• 831 Seventh, 2 BR. Fum. $300 per mo. and up
• 751 High St. 2 BR. Fum. $300 per mo. and up
"Length lease negotiable*

<

G.Alex Monteitb • Founder

1544 E Wooster (Across from the Stadium)

i

